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Continuing the collection of master comics writer Alan Moore's award-winning run on THE
SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING, this fifth volume begins as Swamp Thing returns from his
sojourn to hell, only to learn that his girlfriend Abby is being persecuted for their "unnatural
relations." When she skips town for Gotham City, he follows and runs afoul of Batman, Lex
Luthor and the Gotham City Police Department.Collects SWAMP THING #51-56.



Swamp Thing (1982-1996) Vol. 3: The Bronze Age, John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 2: The
Devil You Know (New Edition) (Hellblazer (Graphic Novels))



Roberto Freitas, “Moore still in his best period. Saga of the Swamp Thing Book FiveMoore
continues breaking new ground in this fifth book in the full range of its passage through the title.
In this new arc of stories there is a shift of focus, from terror to science fiction, perhaps by Rick
Veitch have become the main artist (this was his greatest interest) or perhaps because of the
influence of the other jobs that Moore was already starting, as Watchmen and Miracleman.The
first story "Home Free" brings the monster returning from the battle at the gates of hell to find
that, in his absence, Abigail was arrested for indecent conduct (she was photographed kissing
the creature). Moore took the opportunity to criticize the hypocrisy and American prejudice
against the romance between "the differents". Released on bail, Abby escapes to Gotham City
and is arrested again. Why Gotham? Because Moore won't miss this chance to write about
Batman again.In "Natural Consequences," a furious Swamp Thing transforms the city of Gotham
in a green jungle. Gotham was never so real. Moore enters into its neighborhoods and residents
(you can almost smell the alleys) and shows the transformation of the urban landscape in the
jungle. As a challenged God, the creature gives an ultimatum to the mayor: release your loved
one or the city will be destroyed. Meanwhile many people like the new Gotham and try to turn the
city into a primitive eden. They release their clothes and create an alternative community that
scares the authorities even more. They summon the old Lex Luthor to stop the creature. Its
passage through history is fast, but striking.Next comes one of the best stories from Swamp
Thing (and several of Moore's stories deserve this title), "The Garden of Earthly Delights" where
Batman requires the monster to leave his city and enters in a deadly confrontation, but is easily
defeated . While the city is falling more and more into green, Batman now struggle to overcome
the prejudice of the authorities and release Abby before it's too late. He even manages to get it,
but the divinity and immortality of the Swamp Thing apparently knows its end. In this story we
have the return of the original artist John Totleben, which increases the quality of the tale.In The
Flowers of Romance we have Abby trying to get over the pain of losing her love and meeting two
old characters from her past. Moore took the opportunity to mitigate the impact of previous
history and take advantage for another "nudge" in American values: again the question of
machismo and the impacts of the war in Vietnam.The following two stories is that really mark the
transition to science fiction. In "Earth to Earth", with a brilliant graphic introduction of space view
from earth, it deepens the analysis of the feelings of Abby and the size of her loss. The story
ends with a view of earth from the space, where we find the creature reborn on a distant
planet.Finally in "My Blue Heaven", another formal experiment of Moore (all in colorful shades of
blue), we have the most radical metaphor of the creator and the creature already done in a
comic book. Lost in a lonely planet, the Monster is distracted recreating his beloved and even
the city of Hooma. This story had a profound influence on Watchmen and the fate of Dr.
Manhattan.Finish this book brings inevitable sadness. You know that you have only one more
volume to end the period of Alan Moore in the title. In retrospect one of the best and most



influential works already done in comics.”

@rocknrao, “Great comic book series from the 80's. I chanced into Alan Moore's Swamp Thing
epic at a sidewalk sale on Haight street a few years back. Some old guy was selling his comic
book collection off, and a few issues from this particular story arc were there.After letting the
story digest a bit, I went back and started reading Moore's ST stories from the beginning, mostly
via the Vertigo paperback compilations that are easy to find in used bookstores, like Green
Apple in SF.This particular book centers on Swampy's attempt to free his girlfriend, Abby Cable,
from jail in Gotham City. There's a point at which Moore's Swampy started to become something
like a God; nearly indestructible and invulnerable. I think Moore probably realized that leaving
things that way would eventually corner the character in a way, and so he set out to introduce
some new kinds of vulnerability. That's my theory anyway.This arc has art from Alcala and
Totleben, who is my personal favorite Swamp Thing artist. This particular hardcover edition is
just a little bit nicer than the paperback ones, with full page reproductions of each cover, rather
than a one-page collage of all of them. The paper is a little bit different too, although it's difficult
to say that this is an improvement per se.One thing to pay attention to is the use of color
throughout the Swamp Thing series. The colorist, Tatjana Wood, is definitely one of the
unheralded geniuses of comic book art from that era.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Moore has an incredible amount of knowledge when it comes to American
history and does a great job at using our countries dark p. A true American classic. Although
written by a British man, Moore has an incredible amount of knowledge when it comes to
American history and does a great job at using our countries dark past as inspiration for many of
the stories. Swamp Thing deserves a space in any book or comic connoisseurs book shelf.”

James B., “An impressive style shift for the series.. While the last book in Alan Moore's Swamp
Thing run dealt with earth-shattering events, book five slows down a little and deals with the
character's relationships. This type of thing can kill the narrative momentum in a lesser story, but
this is Alan Moore we're talking about. The way his characters interact, and how society at large
reacts to it, are fascinating. You'll love these issues!”

Woody, “A Moore classic worth buying.. If you have already bought the first four books of this
series, then you should definitely keep reading Moore's historic and groundbreaking Swamp
Thing run and buy this volume as well. When you take into account the fact that he was writing
Watchmen at the same time as he was doing Swamp Thing, you will be even more impressed
with the quality of his work.”

Jessie, “Swamp Thing, you are amazing.... Alan Moore had one of the greatest runs in comic
history with Swamp Thing. I would recommend his entire run to any fan of comic books, whether
they prefer modern comics or the classics, this is definitely a must-read. This volume in



particular was outstanding, from Swamp Thing's run in with Batman in Gotham, to the
outstanding "My Blue Heaven" storyline, I really enjoyed it, and read it in one sitting.”

L. Henry Dowell-Playwright, “Excellent as always!!!. What can I say about this collection and
Alan Moore that hasn't been said a million times already? This entire collection is excellent and
reminds me what it was like when I was younger and comic books were actually good! That
feeling of not being able to wait for the next issue to come out is something that comics have
completely lost in today's event-driven shock-and-awe comic publishing world.I have given up
DC Comics as of the ridiculous reboot, but I will continue to purchase these excellent collections
from a bygone era.If you want to read a series that shows what graphic storytelling CAN be at it's
finest, purchase this series!!!Highest possible recommendation!!!”

Mr. J. James, “It's Alan Moore. Saga of the Swamp Thing by Alan Moore is some of the best
Swamp Thing story's you can read, there is a hardback version in two part but you can buy the
single volumes, there are eight of them, far cheaper.”

Fuse, “Five Stars. Present”

Ian Williams, “A missed opportunity. Historically, Alan Moore's Swamp Thing is one of the most
important comics ever published. It brought to a wide audience, most particularly including other
comics creators, that it was possible to create an intelligent well-written and literate commercial
comic. It was a wake-up call that comics really could be good. So it's a shame that in these days
of super-duper special editions that DC have chosen to reprint these stories in such relatively
shoddy editions. Aside from the fact that they are more durable hardbacks, the paper quality is
little, if at all, better than that of the original comics and the pages are of standard size. This
current volume only contains 6 stories. No new introductions were commissioned, and instead
we get cobbled-together reprints of introductions to previous editions. In this current volume, two
intros have been edited together by the original author. Wow. It's worth comparing them with the
Starman omnibus editions which are done right.This is all particularly annoying because these 6
collections (as of this writing, one more remains to be published) are essential purchases. The
stories, the writing, the artwork are all wonderful classic comics which demand to be any
remotely decent collection. So get them now because lord knows when they'll be reprinted
again.”

S Bhattacharjee, “A genre-defining saga. When Alan Moore took over the reins of the Swamp
Thing series, it was on its death throes, almost about to be shut down after a series of poorly
received storylines. Moore altered the Swamp Thing's origins, flicked the finger at the Comics
Code Authority's regulations, and created an adult version of the Swamp Thing that has finally
become a staple of popular culture. A truly epic saga that redefined comic book history much
like Moore's other works.”



shashank, “Wow!!!!!!!!!. This book exudes sheer brilliance.the artwork by John Totleben and Rick
Vetich complemented the writing beautifully. Alan Moore's prose is just pure music and a joy to
read. Alan Moore's work on swamp thing is a stuff of legend and gave an indication of what the
comics medium is truly capable of.”

The book by Alan Moore has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 404 people have provided feedback.
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